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OUTDOOR LIVING LEADER

Brief introduce:
Regal is a member of CNC group and has been 
engaging in the export of outdoor living and furniture 
products from 1997. We are proud to present 
our brochure that includes many beautiful sets of 
furniture to inspire and excite you. Our products 
include hand-woven furniture, leisure sling garden 
furniture, poly-wood furniture, steel mesh furniture 
and lots of garden accessories. It refers to a wide 
range of chairs and tables in many different sizes 
and materials. Some of the chairs can be stacked 
so that storing them during the winter requires a 
minimum of space.

With the initial ambition to create excellent garden 
furniture, giving the public the opportunity to own 
high quality pieces built to last. Our furniture is 
inspired by nature and created unique, futuristic, 
modern, minimalist and artistic styles. Also, we 
created furniture of timeless elegance and comfort, 
designed with exclusive materials, and made to 
withstand all weather conditions and fashion trends.

Over the years we have achieved this goal and win 
great success of our position on the markets,

Our experienced Sales, Quality control, Customer 
services Team is always on hand to assist you 
before and after your purchase to preserve the 
constant confidence in the brand of Regal.

REGAL LEISURE PRODUCTS

Your outdoor living
solutions...
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Bar sets:
There’s nothing like unwinding after a long day with a nice cold drink on one of our ‘Bar sets’. 
The Aluminum bar set is constructed from powder-coated ‘all weather’ aluminum frames and made with quality UV treated, waterproof rattan, this unit will give many years of maintenance 
free service, which are suitable for use around swimming pools. Comprising six stools and a table with sleek, black glass the stools can be fully stored under the table resulting in a very 
small foot print for tight spaces.

RLF-0001B
RLF-0002B

RLF-0008B

RLF-0005B

RLF-0006B-1

RLF-0006B

RLF-0007B

RLF-0003B RLF-0004B
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To let the every yard family have the opportunity to enjoy 
sitting and relaxing outside in their garden during your 
summer time. Regal provides  dia1.30m,1.35m,1.50m and 
1.80m round dining tables with toughened glass table top 
on full weaving surface, which can be perfectly matched 
with 4,6, 8 dining chairs at your choice.

For your further comfortable, these sets come with 2.7m 
crank parasols with tilts. They are also ideal for protecting 
you and your family from the midday sun and rainy 
weather while still looking great. In addition, Regal is very 
proud to say all the premium padded seat pads and scatter 
cushions in complimentary colors which are removable 
and machine washable. All aluminium frames are covered 
with a synthetic modern UV treated rattan. The all weather 
furniture cover is also available if needed.

Rattan Round table series
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RLF-00011D

RLF-0006D RLF-0007D RLF-0008D RLF-0009D RLF-00010D

RLF-0005D

RLF-0004D

RLF-0003DRLF-0002D

RLF-0001D

RLF-00012D

RLF-00013D
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Regal Modern Rattan furniture – the latest in European outdoor designs and styles, offering superb comfort matched 
perfectly with elegant style, you can feel quite simply to enjoy your summer with them. Featuring durable synthetic resin 
wicker seating, soft-touch polyester cushions, you will not find a better choice or better value anywhere. Most items are pre-
assembled for your convenience. Lots of chairs are even KD to save your space and ocean freight. What’s most important 
is most of the chairs can be stacked so that storing them during the winter requires a minimum of space.

Rattan Seatings:
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RLF-00014D RLF-00016D

RLF-00015D

RLF-00017D

RLF-00018D
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Regal Modern Rattan furniture – the latest in European outdoor designs and styles, offering superb comfort matched perfectly with elegant style, you can feel quite simply 
to enjoy your summer with them. Featuring durable synthetic resin wicker seating, soft-touch polyester cushions, you will not find a better choice or better value anywhere. 
Most items are pre-assembled for your convenience. Lots of chairs are even KD to save your space and ocean freight. What’s most important is most of the chairs can be 
stacked so that storing them during the winter requires a minimum of space.

Rattan Seatings:
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RLF-00019D

RLF-00020D

RLF-00021D

RLF-00022D RLF-00023D RLF-00024D RLF-00025D

RLF-00026D RLF-00027D RLF-00028D

RLF-00029D
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Regal Modern Rattan furniture – the latest in European outdoor 
designs and styles, offering superb comfort matched perfectly 
with elegant style, you can feel quite simply to enjoy your 
summer with them. Featuring durable synthetic resin wicker 
seating, soft-touch polyester cushions, you will not find a better 
choice or better value anywhere. Most items are pre-assembled 
for your convenience. Lots of chairs are even KD to save your 
space and ocean freight. What’s most important is most of the 
chairs can be stacked so that storing them during the winter 
requires a minimum of space.

Regal carry an extensive range ‘Rattan Dining Sets’ to ensure you that we have something to suit every need.

To compliment your outdoor space with simply and a more natural look, these dining Sets consist of a four or six even eight seat chairs with kinds of tables and include all 
cushions. They are constructed from polyester cushions with zippers which can easily be removed for storage and machine washable if required. Some sets are even KD 
and comes flat-packed but most parts have been pre-constructed meaning only minimal time and effort before your setting is ready for use.

Rattan Seatings: Rattan Seatings:
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RLF-00031DRLF-00030D RLF-00033D

RLF-00034D

RLF-00038D

RLF-00042D

RLF-00035D

RLF-00039D

RLF-00043D

RLF-00036D

RLF-00040D

RLF-00044D

RLF-00037D

RLF-00041D

RLF-00045D

RLF-00032D
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Regal ‘Rattan cube furniture set’, for its compact design 
and fabulous comfort usage for outdoor dining has became 
one of our best-selling ranges.

Cube Furniture sets
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RLF-00046D

RLF-00047D

RLF-00048D

RLF-00049D

RLF-00050D

RLF-00052DRLF-00051D
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Regal carry an extensive range of ‘Modular Sets’ with hope to ensure that we have something to suit every need.
Our Modern rattan products showcase the latest in contemporary European outdoor living and the Modular range brings you the highest level of freedom and comfort 
possible while looking fantastic at the same time. The modular sofa sets can be rearranged and combined to suit your specific needs and then attached together in place 
if desired. All our Modular products include a coffee table and cushions. They are constructed from durable synthetic resin rattan seating, soft-touch polyester cushions 
which can be easily removed and washable for storage if required. Regal carry an extensive range of ‘Sofa Sets’ with hope to ensure that we have something to suit every need.

To compliment your outdoor space with simply and a more natural look,these sofa sets consist of  a two or three seat sofa, two individual 
single chairs, a coffee table and include all cushions. They are constructed from polyester cushions with zippers which can easily be removed 
for storage and washable if required. Some sets are even KD and comes flat-packed but most parts have been pre-constructed meaning only 
minimal time and effort before your setting is ready for use.

Rattan Seatings:

Sofa sets
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RLF-0001S

RLF-0004S RLF-0005S RLF-0006S RLF-0007S

RLF-0008S

RLF-0009S

RLF-00010S

RLF-00011S RLF-00012S RLF-00013S RLF-00014S RLF-00015S

RLF-0002S

RLF-0003S
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These showed our series consist of complete with 
two high quality rattan sun loungers, complete 
with easy reclining mechanisms and wheels. We 
perfectly match the pool side tea table for your 
favorite book and cold drink. During your summer 
time, with it you will feel a sort of 5 star hotel 
comforts. Enjoy it! If you needed, we can match 
the all weather furniture cover for you.

Regal ‘rattan sun loungers’ give the best of both 
worlds with sleek, modern looks and fantastic 
comfort. Constructed from all weather powder 
coating frames and durable, low care rattan they 
are idea for bad outdoor conditions. We provide 
a variety of designs. All our rattan are made 
from hard-wearing strong rattan, UV treated, 
waterproof product suitable for use around 
swimming pools, patio, garden yards etc.

Rattan sun loungers:

Rattan sun loungers:
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RLF-0001L

RLF-0002L RLF-0003L

RLF-0004L

RLF-0005L

RLF-0006L RLF-0007LRLF-180211 RLF-09188
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RLF-0008L

RLF-0009L

RLF-00010L

RLF-00011L RLF-00012L RLF-00013L RLF-00014L

RLF-0001RS

RLF-0002RS RLF-0003RS RLF-0004RS

RLF-0005RS

RLF-0007RS

RLF-0006RS
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RLF-00053D

RLF-00054D RLF-00055D RLF-00056D RLF-00057D RLF-00058D

RLF-0001RA

RLF-0002RA

RLF-0004RA RLF-0005RA

RLF-0003RA

RLF-020D

Regal br ing rat tan accessor ies to our 
collection for some years but we have been 
keeping its luxury and unique as our selected 
principle. It refers to the rattan cushions 
storage boxes, rattan planters, rattan shower 
etc. Especially our modern rattan cover rattan 
boxes provide generous amount of space to 
neatly store your furniture cushions, garden 
tools, pool toys and more. Constructed of 
hand woven wicker that is wrapped around 
a solid aluminum frame, each rattan box 
features two hinged l id and attachable 
zippered fabric liners and PP strong board 
underneath. Our rattan boxes are completely 
weatherproof and the zipper lining protects 
your belongings and keep the bugs and 
moisture out.

Rattan sun loungers:
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RLF-00016S

RLF-00017S RLF-00018S RLF-00019S RLF-0002A RLF-0003A RLF-0007A

RLF-0006A

RLF-0005A

RLF-0004A

RLF-0001A
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Regal carry a range ‘stacking shape styles’ to ensure you that we have something in a modern 
resort look to any porch,patio,deck,pool, or backyard.

Enjoy the beauty of all weather resistant stackable shape furniture sets with the latest technology 
in UV resistant resin. Insensitive to fading,cracking, and mildew, designed for outdoor use. As an 
added bonus, all these sets can be stacked and stored away with ease. handed on experience 
is involved with every piece we make from the weaving of the rattan to high quality commercial 
grade rust proof frames. These pieces use traditional patterns and features with a modern 
look,but natural feel. While supplies last!

Stacking Shape Styles:

REGAL LEISURE PRODUCTS
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RLF-0001Z 

RLF-0002Z RLF-0003Z

RLF-0004Z RLF-0005Z
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Regal provides lots of smart and elegant ‘outdoor 
airers’ which makes you can dry clothes naturally. 
Most of our clothes dryers can open and close 
easily in seconds making hanging up the washing 
less of a chore.  Welded strong construction with 
durable all weather powder coated assures they 
can be used in outdoor for long time. When finished 
drying your clothes the racks can be folded up so 
it can put away neatly. They are perfect for tight 
space too.

Outdoor airers:
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RLF-h6001 RLF-h8005

RLF-h70015RLF-h7017RLF-J2015

RLF-J204-1

RLF-J204-2 RLF-J204-3 RLF-h7006
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All of them can open and close easily in less 
than a minute by using a simple hand crank 
or a manually-operated remote device that 
operates smoothly and quietly.

It features support arms that can be positioned 
vertically on the deck or patio floor, or angled 
back against your house wall. It has floor 
and wall mounting plates, fabric tensioning 
for strength, and a host of other features that 
make these awnings a joy to use.
Moreover, all of them can pass TUV tests, 
GS tests. It means they are safety for your 
relaxing. All a word, they are terrific value for 
your buy.RLF-0001G

RLF-0002G

RLF-0004G RLF-0005G RLF-0006G RLF-0007G

RLF-0001SC

RLF-0002SC

RLF-0003SC RLF-0004SC

RLF-0001AS

RLF-0003AS RLF-0003AS RLF-0004AS RLF-0005AS

RLF-0002AS

RLF-0003G

Regal awning is one of the best choices of 
most home owners who want to enjoy the 
more coverage with excellent sun and rain 
protection. Especially our regal screen is very 
popular.

Outdoor awning series:
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Our ‘Cantilever Umbrellas’ offer excellent flexibility with 
several different setting adjustments to alter the shaded 
position so that it’s just right for you and also come in a 
variety of styles and colors.

Our Umbrellas are made from powder coated ‘all 
weather’ aluminum or steel frames and hard wearing 
UV resistant polyester fabric and include a wind 
release flap. They can meet your different demands of 
quality and prices.

Regal Provides an optional umbrella bases for our parasols. Most of our parasol bases are resin with modern different colors coating. Parts of bases are made of steel and some even are made of plastic and can 
be filled with water or sand. It can be 360 degree rotated and with wheels, it can move around anywhere very easy.

We all know it’s important to limit our sun exposure and 
that’s where Regal ‘Outdoor Umbrella’ range comes 
in. They are ideal for protecting you and your loved 
ones from the midday sun and rainy weather while still 
looking great.

The ‘Market Umbrella’ is available in a large selection of sizes and colours and all feature an easy-turn winding handle and central pole - perfect for use with our ‘Standard’ table or freestanding with an optional 
umbrella base (also available from Regal).

Outdoor Umbrella Umbrella base
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RLF-0001U

RLF-0002U RLF-0003U RLF-0004U RLF-0005U

RLF-0006U

RLF-0001BS

RLF-0005BS

RLF-0007U

RLF-0002BS

RLF-0006BS

RLF-0008U

RLF-0003BS

RLF-0007BS

RLF-0009U

RLF-0004BS

RLF-0008BS
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Regal greenhouses are ideal for growing and nurturing your 
plants before transferring them to larger pots or re-planting. 
They can easily protect the plants from the UV hurts.With 
hope to make our greenhouses to be hard-weaving and 
built to last. We use all weather-proof coated frame and 
unbreakable PC panels, some even comes completely 
with a galvanized steel base. For some styles, they are 
easy to erect and has a heavy duty cover with vented side 
flap and lift up front. The most of important points is all our 
greenhouses are launched at fantastic prices.

Outdoor greenhouses
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RLF-10-2-A RLF-10-12-F

RLF-10-15-B

RLF-10-14-D

RLF-10-12-I RLF-10-12-E RLF-10-2-EP RLF-10-4-E

RLF-10-2-D

RLF-10-5-A

RLF-10-6-B
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If you prefer the more modern look then our ‘ Regal mesh furniture sets’ range is for you. Available as either a 3-piece or 5-piece setting combination, it brings a mediterranean sea feeling  into your garden and 
pool side. All items in our range are made of powder-coated steel frame and e- treated, mesh frame. The table top features a stylish mesh top and comes professionally packaged in a flat pack box containing 
setup instructions and all necessary parts and tools. The bistro chairs are stackable and come fully assembled for your convenience.  Also, we have lots of fantastic colors for their powder coating and you can find 
any color suitable for your tastes.

Mesh Furniture sets:
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RLF-0001MF

RLF-0004MF RLF-0006MFRLF-0005MF RLF-0007MF

RLF-0008MF

RLF-0009MF

RLF-00010MF

RLF-00012MF

RLF-00014MF

RLF-00011MF

RLF-00013MF

RLF-0002MF

RLF-0003MF
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Bring style and performance to any outdoor setting with the sophisticated look of our new recycled poly-wooden furniture, which designed to beautifully stand All-Weather environment, all of them match finely 
crafted aluminum frames with durable Poly-Wood slats in an exciting variety of fashion colors.

Poly-wood furniture
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RLF-0001PW

RLF-0003PW

RLF-0006PW

RLF-188009 RLF-1880010 RLF-1880011 RLF-1880012

RLF-188019

RLF-188022

RLF-0004PW RLF-0005PW

RLF-0002PW
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Regal has been dedicating itself to launch many new and innovative products. Our ‘padded patio furniture’ is the first choice for a perfect day relaxing in the summer garden, whether planning an alfresco dinner 
or occasional drinks. Constructed from all weather powder coating frames and durable, low care PVC straps perfectly match with sumptuous polyester or sling cushions.  Regal padded patio Set provides style, 
comfort and a touch of luxury to any garden. All our padded chairs come fully assembled and are stackable for your convenience.

Padded patio sets:
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RLF-007CF-1

RLF-005CF-8

RLF-408173314 RLF-003CF-1 RLF-1982070

RLF-1307865

RLF-1982070

RLF-1982074

RLF-1800624

RLF-1982071

RLF-1982075

RLF-13121187

RLF-1982072

RLF-1982076

RLF-13121188

RLF-1982073

RLF-1982077
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RLF-TL0001

RLF-TL0006

RLF-TL0007

RLF-TL00010

RLF-TL0008

RLF-TL00011

RLF-TL0009

RLF-TL00012

RLF-TL0005 RLF-TL00013 RLF-TL00014 RLF-TL00015

RLF-130570

RLF-0001T RLF-0002T RLF-0003T RLF-0004T RLF-0005T

RLF-130570C

RLF-130570T

RLF-TL0002 RLF-TL0003 RLF-TL0004
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RLF-1408089

RLF-018T RLF-019T

RLF-XT06

RLF-188026

RLF-0006T

RLF-0007T

RLF-0008T

RLF-188026T

RLF-180006T RLF-180007T

RLF-188026C

RLF-XT012
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RLF-002T-1
RLF-0009T

RLF-00010T

RLF-00011T

RLF-0008TC RLF-0008TT RLF-00012T

RLF-00013T

RLF-00014T RLF-00015T

RLF-00016TRLF-0008T

RLF-003T-1
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Regal ‘Sling furniture’ give the best of both worlds with sleek, modern looks and fantastic comfort. Constructed from powder coated all weather powder coating frames and durable, low care slings they are ideal for 
bad outdoor conditions. We provide a variety of designs. All our slings are made from hard-wearing Textaline, a strong, UV treated, waterproof product suitable for use around swimming pools. All Regal sling chairs 
come fully assembled and are stackable and foldable for your convenience.

This is Regal popular ‘Side table’ made from a sturdy all weather powder-coated frame and tough safety glass. Simple and reliable, they design to accommodate most of the bistro chairs and sun loungers. These 
tables come professionally stacked with bubble bag and pre-assembled for your convenience.

Sling furniture: Side table
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RLF-00017T RLF-00029T

RLF-00031T

RLF-TT6 RLF-TT7 RLF-TT8 RLF-TL00016 RLF-00034T RLF-00035T

RLF-00021T

RLF-00025T

RLF-00018T RLF-00033T

RLF-188015RLF-00022T

RLF-00026T

RLF-00019T RLF-00030T

RLF-00032TRLF-00023T

RLF-00027T

RLF-00020T RLF-00015MF

RLF-188015RLF-00024T

RLF-00028T
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Regal ‘Sling furniture’ give the best of both worlds with sleek, modern looks and fantastic comfort. Constructed from powder coated all weather powder coating frames and durable, low care slings they are ideal for 
bad outdoor conditions. We provide a variety of designs. All our slings are made from hard-wearing Textaline, a strong, UV treated, waterproof product suitable for use around swimming pools. All Regal sling chairs 
come fully assembled and are stackable and foldable for your convenience.

Sling furniture:
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RLF-00036T

RLF-007T

RLF-T11029C RLF-00038T RLF-00039T

RLF-00041T

RLF-CC66 RLF-TL00018

RLF-00042T

RLF-00040T

RLF-008T RLF-00037T

RLF-TL5
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RLF-0001KS

RLF-0001KM

RLF-0001KG RLF-0002KG RLF-0003KG RLF-0004KG

RLF-0002KM RLF-0003KM RLF-0004KM RLF-0005KM RLF-0006KM RLF-003KC RLF-004KC

RLF-0002KS RLF-0003KS RLF-0004KS RLF-001KC RLF-002KC

Regal ‘outdoor kids series’ brings greatest funny and relaxing pleasure to your garden when you accompany their play time. All of these super fun equipment is printed with big different characters cater for your 
favorites. Multi-colored material and colorfully coated all weather frames add extra attraction and durability. Moreover, most of them are folding for your convenience and space save. Enjoy them!

Outdoor kids series:
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